MIT! Com Model:
Access to reliable tourism information
Since accessibility is also about the access to tourism information for senior citizens,
people with handicaps and their families, the project developed the
MIT! ComModel. It is an ICT tool that allows accessible small and medium hotels and
accommodation facilities to present the complex information about the target group
specified MIT! Quality Standards met.
MIT! Com Model is designed for an excellent and transparent transfer of
information:

 It communicates the MIT! standards for holistic offers
 It provides a short term (10 sec.) overview on the quality of single offers.
 Allows for a detailed clear and transparent information transfer concerning
the complex level of requirements, needs and tourism interests via single
criteria and according individual concerns

 Opens diverse channels for individual communication between potential
guests and suppliers

 Allows for the visualization of a quantified quality assessment
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MIT! Com Model consists of 5 modules:

MIT! Com Model
Module 1
The first module informs about the target group concerned, communicates the 3 levels AS-E of the holistic approach as well as the 3 areas within each level.
It provides a short term (10 sec.) overview on the status of quality: the number and kind of
MIT! Quality Standards met , partly met and/or not achieved yet (grey).
Level Experience:
3B Experiencing Nature ...
 Green: Standard 1 is met
 Yellow: Standard 2 is partly met
Grey: Standard is not achieved yet
“Mouse over”  or  or  informs users about contents of single standards.

MIT! Com Model

Module 2

The quantified quality assessment is based on a questionnaire filled in by guests and sent
to the project partners / platform manager in order to be justified and checked. The result
would be documented within this model (example: 4 points out of 5, rating based on
feedback of 28 guests).
MIT! Com Model
Module 3 & 4
The short profile of the hotel contains
 1-2 photos
 information on location
 (foreign) languages spoken
 contact data
 link to hotel’s website

Accessibility of information
 choice of font size according
Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI)
 choice of language in which the
short profile is offered

MIT! Com Model: Module 5
The Logo is linked to the entrance page of the internet
platform, which allows for target group oriented selection.

